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Performance of bi-end compensation
in a wavelength-division multiplexed system
considering the effect of self phase modulation
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Abstract. An extensive investigation has been carried out, by computer
simulation, to evaluate the impact of self phase modulation �SPM� on
residual dispersion for a wavelength-division multiplexed �WDM� system
at a bit rate of 10 Gbit/s. Degradation of the eye opening of the trans-
mitted pulses at the output of the transmission fiber due to interplay of
the SPM and the group-velocity dispersion effects is investigated for
post- and bi-end compensation configurations, including residual disper-
sion. Hence the eye-opening penalty and the threshold power limit at
3-dB eye-opening penalty are determined for both the configurations. It
is found that the bi-end compensation configuration offers the best per-
formance in respect of the SPM effect and that for a WDM system posi-
tive residual dispersion should be used. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2128631�
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1 Introduction

Because fiber losses can be efficiently managed by inline
erbium-doped fiber amplifiers �EDFAs�, the dispersion-
compensation technique is well adopted for constructing
long-distance transmission systems.1–3 In the conventional
dispersion-compensated system, the nonzero anomalous
group-velocity dispersion �GVD� of standard single-mode
fibers �SMFs� is periodically compensated by the proper
length of dispersion-compensating fibers �DCFs� placed at
the input or output end of the compensation interval.4–6

However, for a wavelength-division multiplexing �WDM�
system, it is difficult to compensate all the channels com-
pletely for dispersion.7,8 If perfect dispersion compensation
is accomplished for a particular channel of the WDM sys-
tem, other wavelength channels may encounter different
amounts of cumulative dispersion proportional to their
wavelength separations from the zero-average-dispersion
wavelength channel. On the other hand, to suppress the
four-wave mixing �FWM� effect, it is recommended that
the GVD effect should not be completely compensated.9,10

Apart from fiber GVD, nonlinear effects place severe
limitations on optical transmission systems, especially at
high input power. The dominant nonlinear effect in an SMF
is self phase modulation �SPM�, which is caused by the
nonlinear dependence of the refractive index on the pulse
intensity. Since high-speed data transmission systems re-
quire greater received power for error-free detection, the
performance of a dispersion-compensated link is eventually
limited by the interaction of SPM and the fiber GVD.11,12

Moreover, the mutual interplay between SPM and GVD
depends on the sign and amount of residual dispersion. The
a0091-3286/2005/$22.00 © 2005 SPIE
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PM-induced power margin depends on the DCF’s position
ith respect to the SMF as well and has been studied for a

ingle-channel system with complete compensation13–16

nd for a WDM system with residual dispersion.16,17 It has
een found that for complete dispersion compensation, the
recompensation configuration �PRCC� should be used,
nd for a WDM system the postcompensation configuration
POCC� must be used with positive residual dispersion. Re-
ently, the bi-end compensation configuration �BECC� has
een investigated for dispersion compensation18 in single-
hannel systems where DCFs are placed at both ends of the
MF. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, SPM
ffects on residual dispersion in a WDM system with bi-
nd compensation configuration are yet to be reported.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the perfor-
ance of the BECC scheme in a WDM system in the pres-

nce of the SPM effect. The eye-opening penalty and
hreshold power limit are evaluated for the BECC and then
re compared with those of the POCC scheme. The PRCC
cheme is not considered here, because it has been found to
ield poor performance in WDM system in the presence of
PM. Numerical results show that the BECC scheme with
ositive residual dispersion offers the best solution to the
roblem of SPM.

Theoretical Model
he nonlinear Schrödinger equation �NLSE�, modified to

nclude higher-order dispersion, has been successful in ac-
urately modeling pulse propagation in single-mode fibers
n many diverse applications19,20 and can therefore be em-
loyed with confidence for system design. The modified
LSE incorporating the combined effects of SPM, GVD,

21
nd loss on pulse propagation in an SMF is given by
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where A is the slowly varying amplitude of the pulse enve-
lope, z is the longitudinal coordinate, and T is the time
measured in a frame of reference moving with the pulse at
the group velocity vg, i.e., T= t−z /vg. Also, �2 and �3 are
the dispersion and dispersion slope parameters, respec-
tively, of the fiber; � is the loss coefficient; and � is the
nonlinearity coefficient.

In our simulation, only SPM is considered as the non-
linear effect, since multiwavelength nonlinear effects have
little effect on the performance of SMF transmission
systems.22 In practice, FWM is substantially suppressed by
the high chromatic dispersion of SMFs. Cross-phase modu-
lation introduces only a little penalty in densely spaced sys-
tems and hence does not have a large effect on standard
SMF-based systems, because of its high walk-off.

Pulse propagation has been simulated using the split-
step Fourier transform method21 for the systems shown in
Fig. 1. A single channel, modulated with a 10-Gbit/ s non-
return-to-zero �NRZ� bit sequence, is generated through a
chirp-free transmitter and is launched into a link composed
of spans of 100 km of SMF and L km of DCF. The DCF
length L is kept variable to adjust the residual dispersion of
the transmission system. A normalized super-Gaussian
pulse is used as the input for the numerical analysis as
given by23

U�0,T� = exp�−
1

2
� T

T0
�2m� �2�

with

Tb = 2�2 ln 2�1/2mT0, �3�

where T0 is the half width at the 1/e-intensity point, Tb is
the bit period, and m represents the degree of the super-
Gaussian pulse. In this simulation, m is assumed to have a
value of 1.5. So the pulse envelope amplitude A�z ,T� in Eq.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of �a� post- and �b� bi-end compensation
configuration.
�1� is given by s
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�z,T� = �P0 exp�− �z/2�U�z,T� , �4�

here P0 is the peak power.

Results
n the performance evaluation, the fiber dispersion, disper-
ion slope, attenuation, nonlinear coefficient, and effective
rea are assumed to be 17 ps/ �nm km�, 0.07 ps/ �nm2 km�,
.2 dB/km, 1.36 W−1 km−1, and 80 �m2, respectively, for
MF, and −100 ps/ �nm km�, 0.09 ps/ �nm2 km�,
.6 dB/km, 5.4 W−1 km−1, and 20 �m2, respectively, for
CF. Thus the dispersion is compensated completely in

ach amplifier spacing of 100-km SMF when the DCF
ength is 17 km. On the other hand, if the DCF length is
ifferent from 17 km, then the dispersion is partially com-
ensated in each span, and a residual dispersion accumu-
ates down the transmission fiber. The residual dispersion is
ositive if the DCF length is less than 17 km, and negative
f the DCF length is greater than 17 km. The total length of
he WDM system is taken as 1000 km. The inline amplifi-
rs are assumed to be flat and noiseless, with gain equal to
he span loss. The accumulated amplified spontaneous
mission �ASE� noise of the inline amplifiers has not been
onsidered in our simulations, so as to highlight the effects
f SPM and to compare our results with those reported in
ef. 17. However, because of the high fiber dispersion, the
ffect of nonlinear propagation on the ASE spectrum �i.e.,
odulation instability� is negligible. Thus the effect of the

ccumulated ASE noise is simply to add an extra penalty,
hich decreases with increasing input power, and can eas-

ly be calculated as in a linear link.24

During propagation of a pulse through the fiber, GVD
hanges the frequency across the pulse; this is referred to as
requency chirp. The chirp �� depends on the sign of the
ispersion parameter. In the case of DCF with negative
positive� dispersion, the frequency increases �decreases�
cross the pulse from the leading to the trailing edge, which
s referred to as positive �negative� frequency chirp.

Frequency chirp is also induced by SPM. That contribu-
ion increases in magnitude with the propagated distance,
nd is positive irrespective of the sign of the dispersion
oefficient.

In a postcompensated transmission link, GVD-induced
egative frequency chirp is reduced by SPM induced posi-
ive frequency chirp on the pulse within the SMF, and as a
esult the pulse is actually less broadened than if there were
o SPM. So the DCF length used for zero residual disper-
ion actually overcompensates the incoming pulse from the
MF in the presence of SPM. Thus, to obtain less distorted
ulses, the DCF length should be such as to undercompen-
ate the dispersion effects of SMF. That means the DCF
ength should be less than the length required for zero re-
idual dispersion. Therefore, positive residual dispersion
hould give better eye-opening performance than does zero
esidual dispersion. But, if the positive residual dispersion
ecomes so large as to undercompensate the dispersion,
hen the eye opening may deteriorate. So there must be
ome optimum residual dispersion at which the best perfor-
ance is obtained. On the other hand, if the DCF length is

et for negative residual dispersion, the pulse dispersion
ill be more overcompensated than at zero residual disper-
ion. As the negative residual dispersion increases, the
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amount of overcompensation increases, the pulse shape dis-
torts, and the pulse broadens outside its dedicated bit pe-
riod.

Eye diagrams for the transmitted pulses in a postcom-
pensated WDM transmission system are given in Fig. 2.
Generally, the eye opening decreases when the input power
levels are high due to increase of SPM effects. In Fig. 2�a�
with 500-ps/nm residual dispersion, a small compression
effect is exhibited and the eye opening is found to increase
at low input power levels. But with the increase of input
power, increased SPM effects broaden the output pulse and
decrease the eye opening. With 1000-ps/nm residual dis-
persion in Fig. 2�b�, residual dispersion is almost counter-
balanced by SPM-induced positive chirping at low input
power levels. In both Fig. 2�c� and 2�d�, negative residual
dispersion is considered. It is found from a comparison
between Fig. 2�a� and 2�c� or between Fig. 2�b� and 2�d�
that the eye opening is less with negative residual disper-
sion, which confirms the results reported in Ref. 17. At
−1000-ps/nm residual dispersion, the eye opening de-
creases so much that acceptable performance of the system
cannot be achieved.

Fig. 2 Eye diagrams with �a� 500-ps/nm, �b�
residual dispersion for a postcompensation co
−10 to 7 dBm.
An eye-opening penalty is calculated using the relation t
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enalty = 20 log10�a

b
� , �5�

here a and b are the eye openings at the bit center at the
nput and the output ends, respectively, of the transmission
ber. The eye-opening penalty is shown in Fig. 3. For posi-

ive residual dispersion, SPM compensates broadening due
o residual dispersion. The compensation is optimum at a
articular input power level. The penalty curve for
000-ps/nm residual dispersion in Fig. 3, therefore, shows
change in sign of the slope at the input power where the

ptimum compensation occurs. With negative residual dis-
ersion, SPM rather aids the residual dispersion. Therefore
he eye-opening penalty increases with the increase of input
ower as SPM increases.

Eye diagrams for a bi-end compensation configuration
re evaluated and given in Fig. 4. For Figs. 4�a�, 4�c�, and
�d�, the peak input power levels are varied from
10 to 7 dBm. For Fig. 4�b�, a maximum of 5-dBm peak

nput power is used. At 500-ps/nm residual dispersion, the
ye opening increases with increase of input power, due to

s/nm, �c� −500-ps/nm, and �d� −1000-ps/nm
tion. Peak input power levels are varied from
1000-p
nfigura
he compression effect in the presence of SPM. Maximum

November 2005/Vol. 44�11�
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Fig. 3 Eye-opening penalty with peak input power for different re-
sidual dispersions of a postcompensated transmission fiber.
configuration.
Fig. 4 Eye diagrams with residual dispersion �a� 500 ps/nm, �b� 1000 ps/nm, �c� −500 ps/nm, and �d�

−1000 ps/nm for a bi-end compensation configuration

Optical Engineering 115005-4
ig. 5 Eye-opening penalty versus peak input power for different
esidual dispersions in a bi-end dispersion compensation
.

November 2005/Vol. 44�11�
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eye opening is obtained for 7 dBm of input power. This
effect is better illustrated in Fig. 5, where the eye-opening
penalty is plotted against the input power for various re-
sidual dispersions in the BECC as in Fig. 3. It is observed
that the eye-opening penalty gradually decreases with in-
crease of input power up to 7 dBm for 500 ps/nm. At
1000-ps/nm residual dispersion, pulse compression occurs
at even lower input powers. But after applying 5-dBm input
power, the pulse can no longer be compressed. As a result,
the pulse is distorted due to the interplay between GVD and
SPM. This effect is also illustrated in Fig. 5 where it is
found that the eye-opening penalty increases very sharply
beyond 3 dBm of input power for 1000 ps/nm. In Fig.
4�c�, the eye diagram for −500-ps/nm residual dispersion
shows that the minimum eye opening is for the maximum
input power of 7 dBm and the maximum eye opening is for
the minimum input power of −10 dBm. It indicates that the
pulse compresses only at low input power. At higher input
power, such as 3 dBm, the pulse broadens. As a result, the
peak power of the pulse decreases, and it interferes with the
neighboring pulses. Due to high residual dispersion at
−1000 ps/nm, the interplay between GVD and SPM broad-
ens the pulse so much that the eye opening decreases
greatly for 7-dBm input power. The eye diagram degrades
even at −10-dBm input power, where the SPM effect is
very low. This is mainly because GVD is overcompensated
at such a high level of residual dispersion. Again, compari-
son between the positive- and negative-residual-dispersion
regimes shows that positive residual dispersion supports
better eye opening in a BECC.

Because a 3-dB eye-opening penalty is considered to be
the standard for acceptable performance of an optical com-
munication system, the maximum power levels that can be
applied to the system for this penalty criterion with differ-
ent residual dispersion in both post- and bi-end compensa-
tion configurations have been estimated and plotted in Fig.
6. Performance results for other penalty criteria can easily

Fig. 6 Threshold power at 3-dB eye-opening penalty against re-
sidual dispersion for post- and bi-end compensation configuration.
Solid curves represent maximum threshold power levels, and
dashed curve represents minimum threshold power levels.
be evaluated using the present simulation. It is observed
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hat the maximum threshold power is much higher in bi-
nd compensation—at zero residual dispersion, and also in
ost parts of the positive and negative residual dispersion

egions—than in postcompensation. It is worth noticing
hat both POCC and BECC show higher threshold power at
ositive than at negative residual dispersion. Though at
igh positive residual dispersion, postcompensation shows
ore threshold power, it is also to be noted that the mini-
um power required for obtaining a 3-dB eye opening pen-

lty increases. With high positive residual dispersion at low
nput power, the SPM effect is low, and as a result, the
ulse broadens greatly due to dispersion. As the input
ower is increased, SPM counterbalances the broadening
ue to positive residual dispersion, and an eye-opening
enalty of 3 dB or less can be obtained. But if the input
ower level continues to increase, SPM effects dominate
nd the pulse shape starts to distort. It can be concluded
rom Fig. 6 that positive residual dispersions greater than
250 ps/nm should not be used in a postcompensated link.
hough the BECC shows an extended positive-residual-
ispersion region, gradual increase of the minimum thresh-
ld power is also observed, but it is not shown in the figure,
ecause the minimum threshold power is less than 0 dBm
p to the residual dispersion levels considered. From Fig. 6
t is also evident that for both single-channel and multi-
hannel systems bi-end compensation is the preferable so-
ution. Also, for a WDM system with a larger number of
hannels, positive residual dispersion should be used.

Conclusion
he effect of SPM on residual dispersion in a dispersion-
ompensated fiber scheme for an optical WDM system has
een extensively investigated for both post- and bi-end
ompensation configurations. Because only one channel in
he WDM system can be fully dispersion-compensated,
ther channels will have residual dispersion. Thus the re-
ults presented in this paper can be applied to any WDM
hannel having a varying amount of residual dispersion. It
s evident from the performance results that the zero-,
ositive-, and negative-residual-dispersion regimes behave
ifferently and that positive residual dispersion offers better
ransmission performance in a WDM system than does
egative residual dispersion. So the channel wavelengths of
WDM system should be selected so that most of the chan-
els lie in the positive-residual-dispersion region.

It is observed that residual dispersion is not the only
gure of merit, but the performance of a WDM system also
epends on the position of DCFs with respect to SMFs as
ell. In this respect, the bi-end compensation configuration

s found to perform better than the postcompensation con-
guration.
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